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Brand Identity
The name

NET is both an acronim for Network,
Experience and Tech-learning and a
reference to the Internet. The word
“network” refers to the local network of
businesses and activities which collaborate
with the service, “experience” suggests the
non-scholastic attitude of the service, while
“tech-learning” is what NET offers. The
name, short and simple, recalls the digital
world without intimidating users, who, due
to their age, often think that technology is
not for them. The name is followed by the
name of the city in which the service is
available, in this case Milan.

internet
NEtwork

The payoff

NET is an acronym that stands for
“Network, Experience, Technology”. 

Each of these three words represents 

a set of values and reflects 

NET’s work ethics.

NETWORK.

EXPERIENCE.

TECHNOLOGY.

of people 



of tutors



at the core



of local activities


through workshops


as a mean, not a goal
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The logo

logo

The name is written in a bold, clear
typeface, with a green arrow which recalls a
cursor. The cursor is the most familiar
symbol of technology and the Internet and
it is the mean through which one accesses
everything on the computer. In the same
way, NET allows people to access the digital
world. The shape of the cursor has been
simplified for the sake of accessibility and
readability.
variations

font

Sora
Source Sans Pro
colors

The colors

Given our target users’ age, the colors used
for NET’s brand identity (insert palette)
follow the Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines and therefore have a high
contrast ratio to facilitate reading.

5656E8
87E867
404040
D2D2D2
fffffff
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Advertisement
The poster

The funny collage of a burger stuffed with a
pile of smartphones is a visual pun which
reinforces and refers to the catchphrase
“Make technology your daily bread”. This
sentence, together with the concept of
“breaking the ice with technology”, aims at
communicating that technology is not an
enemy, and that it is possible to become
skilled at it, to the point where you can use it
in your daily life.
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poster

google ad

web banner

brochure
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Business Model Canvas
In this canvas, all the characteristics of the
service mentioned up to this point are
summarised from a business perspective.

Key ACTIVITIES

Key partners

Group workshops 

Teaching basic tech skills to citizens
in an offline and online way

Local Activities

provide the location  
for the workshops and
eventually someone  
from the staff as guest,

displaying paper adv.
CSRC + UNITRE +
TRADE UNION

provide spaces for
workshops and
displaying paper adv.

a ue propos t on

v

l

i

i

Providing non tech proficient people
the opportunity to break the ice with
technology, learning tech skills
through practical group workshops
that matches with people’s daily life
activities and support their passions.
-

Printed Booklets

Producing and selling supporting
materials materials for the lessons.

key resources
Tutors 
who guide group
workshops both
online (streaming)
and offline.

Guests (experts) 

who plan the workshop and
attends it (with the tutor) giving
his vertical know how

Managers  
logistics, financial
management and
searching for
partnerships.

COST STRUCTURE
Human Resources
Secretary, Manager

Experts/Professionals

Tutors, UX Designer, UI
Designer, Graphic Designer,
Marketing specialist and

web developer.

Hardware

Tutor’s devices:

computer and
smartphones

Manager devices

Computer and
smartphones

Marketing 
Offline marketing (printed media)
Google and Facebook adv, SEO
and branding positioning.
Website  
Project development,


and site host.

Software 
Subscription for Apps,
Microsoft, Adobe and ZOOM.

Infrastructure  
Rent, Internet
and phone

Course Resources 
Booklet, tutor’s 
transport and uniforms
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customer 

segments

customer relationshipS
Community: creation of a shared identity

People who are

and group building through common interest.

struggling with
technology, that are

Secretary 


open-minded and

booking process and information

eager to learn with
social interaction.
Most of them are

Tutors and experts


older adults from

trustfull assistance and knowledge sharing

Milan.

HANNELS

C

Word of mouth (relatives and similar)

Social media adv

Neighbourhood partnered places

Searching engines adv

Printed material adv

Website / mobile

REVENUE STREAMS
Workshops

- Online with experts


Booklets

15-20 pages of
Printed

- Online without experts


instructions personalised

- Offline with experts


for each theme workshop

- Offiline without experts
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Future Steps
At the current stage, NET takes place in the
city of Milan. However, since its goal is to
fight digital divide, at some point new
branches will open in other Italian cities too,
one after the other.

As it scales up, the catalog of the offer will be
expanded with new workshops and, as a
consequence, more tutor and guests are
going to be recruited. The number of local
partners will be also increased, in order to
broaden the offer and be able to run many
more workshops at the same time and in
multiple locations through the city. Even the
same workshop will be held in several
venues across the city. In this way, each
neighborhood will provide a wide choice for
users, and NET will become as widespread
on the territory as it is intended to be.


Moreover, in order to attract more people to
NET, a newsletter will be sent out with new
workshops, tech pills and articles.
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Design Team

Angela
Stellaccio

Chuhan
Cheng

Elena
Iannella

“Guys how can we
organise for the
week?”

“I learned how to do
it yesterday, I’m
working on it now.”

“There is a tool
which is perfect for
this: I’ll show you”

#SPRINT

#OPTIMISTIC

#NERD
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Francesca

Masnaghetti
#SQUARE

“...But then I found a
paper that could help”

Marcella
Gadotti

#QUICKQUESTION

“I found some
material as a
support”

Qiushun
Yao
#HUNGRY

*silence*...“I did it,
here it is”
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